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Stanley H. Brandes
University of California, Berkeley
Stanley Brandes holds a doctorate from the University of California, Berkeley, where he is
Professor of Anthropology: “Robert H. Lowie Professor of Anthropology”. For more than
four decades he has been conducting fieldwork in the Iberian Peninsula, Mexico, and the United
States. His principal areas of investigation include folklore, visual anthropology, popular
religion, and the cultural dimensions of food and drink. Brandes is the author of six books and
over a hundred fifty articles, book chapters, and brief reviews and communications. His most
recent monographs are Staying Sober in Mexico City (2002), and Skulls to the Living, Bread to
the Dead: The Day of the Dead in Mexico and Beyond (2006). He is a fellow member of the
American Anthropological Association. He is also a member of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, the American Ethnological Society, and the Society for
Psychological Anthropology just to name a few. For more information, go to:
http://stanleybrandes.com/.
Emilio J. Castilla
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Emilio J. Castilla is an Associate Professor of Management at the MIT Sloan School of
Management, where he teaches courses in human resource management and quantitative
research methods. He joined MIT in 2005 after serving on the faculty in the Management
Department at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. He is a faculty member
at the Institute for Work and Employment Research (IWER) and the Economic Sociology
Program at the MIT Sloan School; he is also a research fellow at the Management Department
and the Center for Human Resources at the Wharton School. He received his PhD (and MA) in
Sociology from Stanford University. His research focuses on the areas of organizations,
economic sociology, and inequality, with special emphasis on the social aspects of work and
employment. In 2001, he was awarded the W. Richard Scott Award for Distinguished
Scholarship for his article published in the American Journal of Sociology titled “Social Capital
at Work: Networks and Employment at a Phone Center”(with Fernandez and Moore). In
2010, his article titled “The Paradox of Meritocracy in Organizations” (with Benard) published
in the Administrative Science Quarterly was the winner of the 2010 Outstanding Publication
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Award by the Organizational Behavior (OB) Division of the Academy of Management. In
2011, he was also awarded the Best Article Award published in Revista Española de
Investigaciones Sociológicas (CIS). He has just been recognized as the most promising Spanish
social scientist under the age of forty (2012 XI Premio Fundación Banco Herrero). For more
information, visit: http://web.mit.edu/ecastill/www/.
Arachu Castro
Harvard Medical School
Arachu Castro, PhD, MPH, is Associate Professor of Global Health and Social Medicine in
the Department of Global Health and Social Medicine at Harvard Medical School, Senior
Advisor for Mexico and Guatemala at Partners In Health, and Medical Anthropologist in the
Division of Global Health Equity in the Department of Medicine at Brigham and Women’s
Hospital in Boston. Her major interests are how social inequalities are embodied as differential
risk for pathologies common among the poor and how health policies may alter the course of
epidemic disease and other pathologies afflicting populations living in poverty. As a medical
anthropologist trained in public health, Dr. Castro works mostly in infectious disease and
women's health in Latin America and the Caribbean. She has worked in Mexico, Argentina,
Haiti, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, the Dominican Republic, and Nicaragua.
She is co-chair of the Cuban Studies Program at Harvard University. Among other awards, Dr.
Castro is the recipient of the 2005 Rudolf Virchow Award of the Society for Medical
Anthropology and the 2010 Guggenheim Fellowship for her work on Women and AIDS in
Latin America and the Caribbean. She received her PhD in Ethnology and Social Anthropology
from the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales in Paris, a PhD in Sociology from the
University of Barcelona, a Masters in Public Health from Harvard School of Public Health, and
a professional degree in Nutrition from the Polytechnic Institute of Barcelona.
Patricia Craig
Center for European Studies, Harvard University
Patricia Craig is Executive Director of the Minda de Gunzburg Center for European Studies.
She is a Political Sociologist and has written extensively on democratic transitions, institutional
reform and political systems. Before coming to CES, Trisha was an Associate at the Harvard
Institute for International Development where she worked as a policy advisor on education
and health reform in El Salvador, university governance in Latin America, technology in
education and public-private partnerships for social development. Her work has taken her to
numerous countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America. In China, she designed and headed a
project on rural infrastructure, based in the Foreign Capital Management division at the
Ministry of Finance. She is co-author of The Quality of Life in Rural Asia (Oxford, 2001) for
which she did extensive fieldwork in India, China and Thailand. At Harvard, Trisha has taught
in the program in Technology in Education and has conducted institutional research on
Harvard's distance education initiative. Trisha is co-chair of the CES Study Group, Crisis and
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Reform in European Higher Education. She is currently writing a book about the growth of
higher education globally. Visit: http://www.ces.fas.harvard.edu/people/p11.html.
Jesús M. de Miguel
Universidad de Barcelona
Jesus M. de Miguel has been a Professor of Sociology at the University of Barcelona in Spain
for the last three decades. He is the Director of the Seminar on Sociological and Political
Research at Harvard University organized every summer. He earned his doctorate in political
science at the Complutense University, in Madrid. Later he obtained a PhD in Sociology at
Yale University, working with Juan J. Linz and August B. Hollingshead, with a Fulbright
fellowship. He also obtained an MSc at the London School of Economics, United Kingdom.
First Prince of Asturias Chair at Georgetown University, in Washington DC, during two years;
and visiting professor at the University of California Berkeley (two years); and doing research
at Stanford University, University of California San Diego, University of Adelaide (Australia),
and Hosei University Tokyo (Japan). He was a member of the Editorial Board of
Contemporary Sociology, and now of Cuadernos Metodológicos. He has published more than
thirty sociological books such as Sociology in Spain (Sage 1979), Estructura y cambio social
(Alianza Editorial 1998), Excelencia (CIS 2001), Sistemas y políticas de educación superior
(CES 2010), and editor of Spain in America (GU/FE 2011). He has obtained ten international
awards, including the National Price of Social Sciences. He is currently a visiting scholar at the
University of California Berkeley.
Roberto M. Fernandez
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Roberto M. Fernandez is the William F. Pounds Professor of Management at the MIT Sloan
School of Management. From 2008-2010, he served and the Head for the Sloan School’s
Behavioral and Policy Sciences area. He currently serves as the Co-Director of the MIT Sloan
School’s Ph.D program in Economic Sociology. Before joining MIT in 2000, Fernandez was a
professor of organizational behavior at Stanford University’s Graduate School of Business
from 1994 to 2000. Prior to Stanford, he was associate professor of sociology and urban affairs
at Northwestern University from 1989 to 1994. His first academic job was as an assistant
professor of sociology at the University of Arizona from 1984 to 1989. Fernandez has
extensive experience doing field research in organizations, including an exhaustive five-year case
study of a plant retooling and relocation. He is continuing his research on networks and hiring
by studying financial services, market research, manufacturing, and retail sales jobs. His current
research focuses on the organizational processes surrounding the hiring of new talent using data
collected in 16 organizations. Fernandez is a recognized expert in the areas of organizational
behavior, social networks, and human resources, and is the author of over 50 articles and
research papers published in these areas. He has received numerous research and teaching
honors and awards. He holds a BA in sociology from Harvard University, and both an MA
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and a PhD in sociology from the University of Chicago. For more information, see:
http://robertof.scripts.mit.edu/.
Michèle Lamont
Harvard University
Michèle Lamont is the Robert I. Goldman Professor of European Studies and Professor of
Sociology and African and African-American Studies at Harvard University. She is also fellow
of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research, where she co-directs the program Successful
Societies. A cultural sociologist, Lamont specializes in the sociology of inequality, race and
ethnicity, the sociology of knowledge, the sociology of higher education, sociological theory
and comparative and qualitative sociology. Her scholarly interests center on shared concepts of
worth and excellence, and their impact on hierarchies in a number of social domains. Her recent
publications include Social Knowledge in the Making (co edited with Charles Camic and Neil
Gross, 2011), Reconsidering Culture and Poverty (co edited with David Harding and Mario
Small, Annals of the American Academy of Social and Political Science, 2010), How
Professors Think: Inside the World of Academic Judgment (2009), and Successful Societies:
How Institutions and Culture affect Health (co edited with Peter A. Hall, 2009). For more
information, visit: http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/soc/faculty/lamont/.
Peter Hall
Harvard University
Peter A. Hall is Krupp Foundation Professor of European Studies in the Department of
Government and Minda de Gunzburg Center for European Studies at Harvard. He is an editor
of Successful Societies: How Institutions and Culture Affect Health; Varieties of Capitalism: The
Institutional Foundations of Comparative Advantage, The Political Power of Economic Ideas:
Keynesianism across Nations, Changing France, Developments in French Politics I and II,
European Labor in the 1980s and the author of Governing the Economy; as well as over
seventy articles on European politics, policy-making, and comparative political economy.
Forthcoming is a volume edited with M. Lamont on Social Resilience in the Neo-Liberal Era.
He serves on the editorial boards of many journals and the advisory boards of several
European institutes. He is currently working on the methodologies of political science,
inequalities in health, the Euro crisis and the evolution of the European political economies.
For more information, go to: http://www.gov.harvard.edu/people/faculty/peter-hall.
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